Many conservation biologists believe the best ethical basis for conserving natural entities is their claimed intrinsic value, not their instrumental value for humans. But there is significant confusion about what intrinsic value is and how it could govern conservation decision making. After examining what intrinsic value is supposed to be, we argue that it cannot guide the decision making conservation requires. An adequate ethical basis for conservation must do this, and instrumental value does it best.

An ethical rationale for conservation decisions
Conservation biologists often argue natural entities (e.g., non-human species, ecosystems) should be attributed intrinsic value to secure a compelling ethical rationale for their protection. Soulé [1] states that ‘biotic diversity has intrinsic value irrespective of its instrumental or utilitarian value,’ and claims this is a necessary normative principle of conservation biology. Noss and Cooperrider [2] similarly assert that ‘intrinsic values...offer the least biased and ultimately most secure arguments for conservation,’ and McCauley [3] recently invoked the concept of intrinsic value to criticize conservation actions based on monetization of ecosystem services. Given its currency among conservation biologists, clarity about intrinsic value and its efficacy as an ethical basis for conservation is imperative.

What is intrinsic value and what has intrinsic value?
Ascribing intrinsic value to non-human natural entities is intended to underscore reverence for nature by according them a value independent of humans, thereby liberating humans from narrow anthropocentrism about value. Accordingly, conservation biologists have attributed intrinsic value to a broad range of things. One way of clarifying a concept is to search for patterns in the things to which it is applied. No pattern is apparent in the use of the term ‘intrinsic value’ in conservation biology. It has been attributed to ecosystems [4,5], all biological entities and their environments [6], wilderness [7,8], wasteland habitats and wild organisms [9], genetic variation that increases probability of population persistence [10] and even all entities produced by natural processes [4]. The apparent lack of any unifying principle underlying these attributions shows that the use of intrinsic value in conservation biology requires scrutiny.

One way to determine which entities of conservation interest have intrinsic value is to appeal to traditional ethical theories originally developed to govern human action. These theories argue that the properties of pleasure, rationality or virtuous character, and entities possessing them, are intrinsically valuable [11]. For example, humans and other sentient organisms that experience pleasure have intrinsic value according to one theory, whereas only humans can exhibit rationality or virtuous character and thus have intrinsic value according to other theories. By analogy, entities of conservation interest could be considered intrinsically valuable if they possessed at least one of these intrinsically valuable properties.

Except sentient animals, however, non-human natural entities that are legitimate targets of conservation (e.g., plants, ecosystems) do not possess any properties considered intrinsically valuable by traditional ethical theories. Some nontraditional theories accord these entities intrinsic value, but such theories are not widely accepted and remain highly controversial [12]. Proponents of intrinsic value in conservation biology therefore need a defensible account of the concept that allows these entities to possess it, and an argument showing they do. Besides unhelpful allusions – that an intrinsically valuable entity is valuable in itself or as an end in itself [13,14], valuable in the absence of humans and other intelligent organisms [6] or of priceless and/or infinite value [3] – explicit descriptions of what intrinsic value is and a convincing account of why non-human natural entities have it have not been given. The above characterizations are not compatible or defensible, and they do not provide workable criteria for determining which entities are intrinsically valuable. Unsurprisingly, articles discussing intrinsic value published in scientific journals often fail to define the concept explicitly (e.g. [4,6]).

What is instrumental value?
Instead of saying what intrinsic value is, attempts to clarify the concept often focus on what it is not, namely, instrumental value. Entities with instrumentally valuable properties are valuable to the extent they are or will be considered valuable by valuers, such as humans and perhaps other cognitively complex organisms. For example, great art is instrumentally valuable because experiencing
where stakeholders make multiple, often incompatible, problems (e.g. [16]). These methods aid decision making and have been utilized in conservation decision making. It therefore seems to have no role in these decisions (Table 1).

Different properties of an entity can be valuable for different reasons, so instrumental value has a wide variety of different sources (Table 1). Given its diverse sources, market-based assessments of an entity’s instrumental value can be inappropriate, favoring those that can be evaluated with well-developed economic methods (e.g. natural resources, ecosystem services, visitor admission revenues) over those whose market value is more difficult to assess (e.g. aesthetic, cultural, educational, scientific value). Monetary measures in particular might not accurately represent these diverse sources of value, and thus the instrumental value of an entity should not be narrowly equated with its monetary value. Because it is inappropriate to equate instrumental and monetary value, any antipathy toward instrumental value derived from an antipathy toward monetary value is therefore undeserved. Similarly, concluding that only intrinsic value provides an adequate basis for conservation because monetary value cannot do so is invalid (e.g. [3,13]).

Labeling as ‘intrinsic’ values that markets find difficult to quantify, but that depend upon and derive from valuers such as humans, misrepresents the integral role these instrumental values have in conservation decision making. Once the mistaken conflation of instrumental value with monetary value is corrected, the diverse sources of instrumental value provide the best ethical basis for conservation. Before making this case, we turn first to problems with intrinsic value.

**Decisions require tradeoffs**

Unlike most concepts in conservation biology, intrinsic value is more a philosophical idea than a scientific one. In philosophy, it has been criticized on several grounds [12], including whether a clear distinction between intrinsic and instrumental value can even be drawn [15]. Our criticism, however, is more pragmatic: the intrinsic value of non-human natural entities has no place in the decision support methods successfully used to address conservation problems (e.g. [16]). These methods aid decision making where stakeholders make multiple, often incompatible, claims on resources of conservation interest (e.g. land, water). Such claims depend upon competing sociopolitical, cultural and economic instrumental values that must be reconciled with conservation goals via value tradeoffs. For example, the International Whaling Commission’s decision in 2007 to allow Alaskan Eskimos to hunt bowhead whales with traditional methods involved assessing the nutritional and cultural value of subsistence hunts against the potentially negative effects on whale populations. Conservation decision making requires enough articulation and precision about values to weigh them in negotiations. Because instrumental values are ultimately determined by explicit stakeholder valuation, such as from indigenous peoples, governments, conservation advocates and representatives of other interested parties, this assessment is possible. Formal methods such as well-developed multi-attribute value and utility theories (Box 1), cost-benefit and cost-effectiveness analyses, heuristic multidimensional optimization algorithms and behavioral methods such as negotiation [17] help make determining the appropriate weighting of instrumental values tractable.

**Intrinsic values of non-human entities cannot be measured, prioritized or traded off**

Unlike instrumental value, characterizations of intrinsic value in the conservation literature suggest it is valuer independent and thus independent of stakeholder valuation. It therefore seems to have no role in these decisions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrumental value source</th>
<th>Refs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aesthetic</td>
<td>Chapin et al. [26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecological and/or ecosystem services</td>
<td>Hunter and Gibbs [14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical, recreational, tourist</td>
<td>Chapin et al. [26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational</td>
<td>hunter and Gibbs [14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existence</td>
<td>Alexander [23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific</td>
<td>Metrick and Weitzman [27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spiritual</td>
<td>Hunter and Gibbs [14]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1. Sources of instrumental value of biodiversity**

It is aesthetically and emotionally pleasurable. Art is instrumentally, not intrinsically, valuable because its value is dependent on and derives from the responses it produces in humans (e.g. pleasure). If experiencing a work of art ceased to produce these responses, if it no longer produced pleasure, for example, the art would lose its instrumental value.

**Box 1. Decision support methods for conservation: multi-attribute decision theory**

Multi-attribute decision theory recognizes that decisions need to be made involving competing goals [24,25]. Decisions about conservation are no exception [16]. Consider the competing goals of minimizing greenhouse emissions, maximizing biodiversity and minimizing cost.**
that intrinsic value is infinite, as McCauley [3] claims. This raises difficulties for the idea that the penalties expressed by penalties would then estimate quantities of which species are most endangered. Thus, even on this intrinsic value platform, only species that generate sufficient (instrumental) interest in acquiring information about them can be determined to have high extinction risk. Intrinsic value arguments inevitably rely on instrumental values for implementation.

A rare, commendably explicit attempt to quantify the intrinsic value of non-human entities illustrates these problems. Despite the fact that the US Endangered Species Act (ESA) and subsequent judicial decisions never mention ‘intrinsic value,’ Callicott [13] claims the ESA ‘express[es] a noninstrumental, deontological [i.e. intrinsic] concern for biodiversity.’ On this basis, Callicott theorizes a general principle for quantifying intrinsic value: penalties imposed by democratic legislation reflect differences in the intrinsic value of the subject of the legislation. For example, fines and imprisonment for violating biodiversity protection laws, or life imprisonment for murder, would indicate different degrees of intrinsic value of biodiversity and human life, respectively. Legislative assessments of value expressed by penalties would then estimate quantities of intrinsic value.

This argument has serious difficulties. First, perversion of legislative processes by campaign contributions, lobbyists and more generally those with power in democracies seems to undermine the ability of legislation to legitimately reflect intrinsic value. Second, different sociopolitical and cultural contexts lead the legislatures of different countries to impose a dramatic diversity of penalties, which raises difficulties for the idea that the penalties reflect valuer-independent intrinsic value. The fundamental problem, however, is that no theory of intrinsic value for non-human natural entities is given by which the accuracy of ‘democratic objectification of what should or should not be accorded intrinsic value’ [13] can be evaluated. Without an independent, compelling theory, when and how accurately legislation reflects degrees of intrinsic value is unclear. Without such a theory, it is also mysterious how complex political deal making among elected representatives (and non-elected parties) achieves privileged insight into intrinsic value, whereas direct assessment of stakeholders’ valuations merely provides information about instrumental value. As such, claims that legislation estimates degrees of intrinsic value are untestable.

For instrumental values, no analogous problem exists. Based on information from stakeholders, such as information elicited in surveys, group negotiations or through more structured methods like the analytic hierarchy process [22], instrumental values relevant to specific conservation decisions can be categorized and prioritized, sometimes in monetary terms, but often not (as in cost-effectiveness analysis or multi-attribute utility analysis [Box 1]). By contrast, intrinsic values are independent of, and thus presumably not constrained by, such information. Whether a non-human natural entity possesses intrinsic value and to what degree is therefore unclear. Without methods for measuring, trading off or prioritizing the intrinsic value of non-human natural entities, the concept provides an inadequate basis for conservation decision making and thus a poor ethical foundation for conservation. The ability of instrumental value to do so, however, has been underappreciated.

Instrumental value fully appreciated

Theoretical difficulties with intrinsic value are the focus of philosophical debates [12,15], and these seemingly irresolvable debates would routinely arise in conservation decision making if intrinsic value were its appropriate ethical focus, precluding the formulation of clear and compelling justifications for conservation against competing interests. Focusing on instrumental values does not share these difficulties. Despite its negative connotation in conservation, instrumental value is simply value that depends on valuers. It has a broad range of sources (Table 1) and
should not be confused with market value (although market valuation of environmental resources like clean water has motivated some notable conservation successes), nor denigrated as implying entities are only valuable as instruments for human manipulation.

Freed from these misconceptions, the indispensability of instrumental value in conservation decision making is obvious. Choosing the best strategies for achieving conservation goals requires weighing options and identifying those maximizing the values involved. Appealing exclusively to market-based measures of value is not the only or even most effective way of proceeding. A forest’s instrumental value is not just its current economic value any more than a great painting’s value should be narrowly equated with the cost of materials and artist’s time, or even its auction price. For example, a forest might be aesthetically valuable to those individuals who experience it, even if they cannot or would not for whatever reason pay for its preservation in a market. Similarly, a forest might also contain unique biological processes that would shed light on a contentious scientific hypothesis if studied properly, even if the scientists who value the study are unable to pay for the forest’s preservation. In both cases, the value involved would not exist if the forest aesthetes or scientists did not value the forest. Intrinsic value appears attractive to conservation biologists primarily because it seems to justify claims that the value of entities of conservation interest transcends economic valuation. But intrinsic value need not be invoked for this task; recognizing non-monetary instrumental value such as aesthetic, cultural, scientific and existence value – the value an entity has merely because its continued existence is valued [23] – is sufficient.

Indeed, instrumental values seem to offer the only viable means of conservation decision making. On the one hand, focusing on the intrinsic value of non-human natural entities requires an as yet undeveloped standard of value analysis for which no convincing methodology (or theoretical basis) has been formulated. On the other hand, focusing on instrumental values allows conservation decisions to be analyzed with the same tools as other decisions with multiple, sometimes conflicting, goals: all instrumental value is comparatively assessed without one form taking absolute priority. Rather than ‘selling out on nature,’ as McCauley [3] puts it, we view this approach as ‘buying into conservation.’

Admittedly, there are challenges. That values are instrumental does not mean accessing and measuring them is straightforward. Knowing what stakeholders prefer, and how strongly, is often difficult but not impossible. Similarly, measuring instrumental value from different sources can be difficult, as can reconciling different stakeholder values and determining which are relevant for specific decisions. Various solutions to these problems – tradeoff analyses for the former and social choice methods for the latter – have been rigorously studied in decision sciences and applied to conservation decision making [16] (Box 1). Nothing similar exists in intrinsic value literature.

Some of this debate might be terminological. Non-market instrumental values are sometimes labeled intrinsic in the conservation literature. Nonetheless, the dispute is not merely terminological. We believe intrinsic value advocates are correct to argue that market-based assessments of instrumental value alone provide an inadequate basis for conservation decision making. But this does not necessitate embracing intrinsic value rather than a broad conception of instrumental value. Treating some forms of instrumental value as intrinsic generates misunderstanding by obscuring the crucial role in conservation decision making and ethical importance of instrumental values that are not traded in markets. It also obscures why many individuals become conservation biologists. Their motivation often stems from the beauty, scientific curiosity, emotional connection and feeling of obligation to future generations catalyzed by biodiversity. The values underlying these sentiments are instrumental, not intrinsic. They are no less profound or psychologically potent for being so.
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